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Example : a. Jane rides a bicycle. 
( The word Jane is a noun. We can use the pronoun ‘ she’ in place of Jane.) 
She rides a bicycle. 

                     
Example : b. Rohin likes to eat burger. 
( The word Rohin  is a noun . We can use the pronoun ‘he’ in place of Rohin.) 
He likes to eat burger. 

Pronouns are words that take the place of nouns (a person, place, thing or animal). Such 
as I, me, you, he him, his, she, her, it, we, us, our they, their 



                                       
1.Underline the pronouns in the following sentences. 
a.He walked home. 
b. She ate a sandwich. 
c. Grandmother told them not to dig for worms. 
d. We ate dinner at a restaurant. 
e. The book belongs to him. 
f. This car belongs to them. 
g.Take off the boots. They are wet. 
 
2. Match the words with the pronoun. 
 

a. Pat and I  It 
b. Joseph  She 
c. Kevin and Martin  They 
d. The big truck  He 
e. Alice  We 

 
3. Choose a suitable pronoun from the brackets to fill in the blanks. 
a. ________________ is a coconut tree.  (she / it) 
b. This is Shelly. ____________ is holding a flower. (she / they) 
c. This is Bob and Jamie. ______________ are wearing crowns. (he / they) 
d. This is Tim. ____________ is wearing a red cap. (she/ he) 
e. Ritu and I are best friends. ___________ study in the same class. (we / they) 
f. William is a good painter. Give the  colours to___________ . (him/ her) 
g. Simon and Peter were playing here. This ball belongs to _______________. (him/ them) 
h. Tina lost her pen yesterday. This pen belongs to ______________. ( her / them) 
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